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Science is about making sense of the evidence



► Security science is taken to mean a body of knowledge containing laws, axioms and 
provable theories relating to some aspect of cyber security. Security science should 
provide an understanding of what is possible in the security domain, by providing 
objective and qualitative or quantifiable descriptions of security properties and 
behaviors.  The notions embodied in security science should have broad applicability -
transcending specific systems, attacks, and defensive mechanisms. 

► There are a set of 7 core themes that together form the foundational basis for security 
science discipline. The themes are strongly interrelated, and mutually inform and benefit 
each other. They are: Common Language, Core Principles, Attack Analysis, Measurable 
Security, Risk, Agility, and Human Factors.

What is Cybersecurity Science?
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Cyber Environment w/Terrain Layers



Adversary & Defender Knowledge 

“If you know the enemy and 
know yourself, you need not fear 
the result of a hundred battles. 
If you know yourself but not the 
enemy, for every victory gained 
you will also suffer a defeat. If 
you know neither the enemy nor 
yourself, you will succumb in 
every battle.”

― Sun Tzu, The Art of War





https://www.dni.gov/index.php/cyber-threat-framework

Cyber Attack Lifecycle

Pre-ATT&CK Tactics
Left of Intrusion

ATT&CK Tactics
Right of Intrusion

Pre-ATT&CK and ATT&CK Techniques,
STIX Attack Patterns, and Insider Threat Behaviors

STIX Indicators and Insider Threat Indicators



MITRE Pre-ATT&CK



MITRE ATT&CK







Identify Capability - NIST Cybersecurity Framework

@sounilyu from RSAC 2016 
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Cyber Resiliency Effects on Adversary Activities

►Deter, divert, and deceive in support of redirect; 
►Prevent, preempt, and expunge in support of preclude; 
►Contain, degrade and delay in support of impede; 
►Shorten and recover in support of limit; and 
►Detect, reveal, and scrutinize in support of expose

►NIST 800-160 vol 2 DRAFT
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Effects on Adversary Threats & Effects on Risk Factors





https://www.lockheedmartin.com/content/dam/lockheed-
martin/rms/documents/cyber/LM-White-Paper-Intel-Driven-Defense.pdf



►Cybersecurity Decision Pattern
Formal codification of cybersecurity 
operations knowledge with minimal 
content of context, problem, and 
solution: 
§ Problem: a source of perplexity, 

distress, or vexation  
§ Context: the interrelated conditions in 

which something exists or occurs 
§ Solution: an answer to a problem 

-K. Willett





Questions?
Thank You!

www.DarkLight.ai

http://www.darklight.ai/


About DarkLight
DarkLight Cyber is an Artificial Intelligence software utilizing an Expert 
System with contextual reasoning capabilities.  The Expert System approach 
solves many of the challenges not addressed by the majority of current cyber 
AI utilizing algorithm-based solutions. Specifically, too many false positive 
alerts and an inability to explain why an alert occurred in the first 
place. These limitations reduce productivity and increase risk. DarkLight 
Cyber’s Active Defense Expert System integrates threat, and risk information 
from current tools with critical contextual information, automates detection 
and investigation with shareable cognitive playbooks, validates the alerts, 
risks and predictions, and explains to the human analyst why DarkLight came 
to its conclusion in a transparent and understandable way. To learn more, 
please visit www.darklight.ai.

http://cts.businesswire.com/ct/CT?id=smartlink&url=http://www.darklight.ai&esheet=51849276&newsitemid=20180807005593&lan=en-US&anchor=www.darklight.ai&index=2&md5=fbb2515273a883a3769a7fe8ab5ef8e5

